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News from Thoroughbred Racing 
Tommy Castillo = SunCoast Tournament Champion 

 
Tommy CastilloTommy Castillo from Dallas, Texas won the top prize and more than $120,000 at the SunCoast Invitational 
Tournament held in Las Vegas on March 29-31.  His three-day total of 10,200 points, was enough to put away a 
field of 307 other determined handicappers.  Entry fee was $1000.  The contestants placed 12 mythical $100 
win-bets each day at selected major tracks.  Points are computed based on actual win prices at the track, with a 
cap of 20/1 to prevent anyone from winning it all by getting lucky with a single bombshell longshot. 
 
Tommy has been a member of HTR since our inception in 1995.  He is one of a handful of subscribers that has 
downloaded continuously since the first day of our service.  He has commissioned me to write many custom 
applications for him over the years.  All are based on HTR material that is available to every regular subscriber.  
The visual displays and the clever algorithms in his program are his own ideas and are designed to instantly spot 
potential winning longshots on the sheet.  His application (sorry, I cannot reveal the contents nor is it for sale ) 
was also built with an export facility for MS-Access that allows him to perform extensive research into every 
track he plays.  We did not rush or complete work on these programs in haste – they evolved over long periods 
of trial and error and the updates are ongoing.  Tommy’s longevity with HTR is borne of his patience and re-
solve.  Monthly download fees are an investment for him, not an expense.   
 
If good handicapping software were the only key to winning tournaments – then all of us would have won a 
hundred grander by now.  Tommy prospers because he tirelessly researches the results of high-priced winners.  
The main components to success are that he studies harder than most and learns from his mistakes.  At several 
tournaments I have attended with him he has made mental blunders or organizational lapses that cost him points.  
He doesn’t forget or repeat those errors later.  He even writes a journal of his experience after every contest to 
avoid those mistakes in the future.  Discipline and focus on the contest itself are critical elements to his approach 
also, always foregoing money bets on the very longshots that win him the prize money - that would be too much 
of a distraction.  And by attending as many tournaments as physically possible, he accumulates valuable experi-
ence and instincts that help him understand the flow and timing required for later success.  
 
Read more about Tommy Castillo on page 12.   
 
There were several other HTR members competing well at the SunCoast.  Castillo Castillo actually purchased two en-
tries at and finished in 6th place with the second one! – stamping a remarkable weekend of handicapping.  Mike Mike 
MayoMayo , another Dallas invader and a good friend of the winner, placed 12th overall and picked up a decent prize.  
Bernie Stroum Bernie Stroum (Las Vegas) was competing again and had another strong showing, finishing 16th and netting 
some prize cash.  The team of Tom WaltersTom Walters, John BulsJohn Buls  and Mike DeRienzoMike DeRienzo gave it a good shot but were stuck 
with seconditis and finished out of the money this time.  This is the same team that finished a close 4th in the 
largest handicapping tournament ever held last October at the Orleans.  Gabby ArmstrongGabby Armstrong (another Dallas pal of 
Castillo) has been a consistent prize earner in the past, was also unable to break through this time.   
 
All the members mentioned above are expected to be in attendance at our 2001 seminar in June.  They come to 
listen and learn, but they are also congenial people who are happy to share their insights with you.  (Tommy 
Castillo has never missed an HTR seminar since we did the first one six years ago).   Details about the seminar 
can be found on page (5) herein.     
 
The next Coast Resorts tournament is now scheduled for August, instead of the usual October, at the Orleans 
Hotel.  This will be the big one that has traditionally drawn the largest crowds and prize money.  HTR subscrib-
ers have begun to assert themselves ever stronger at every tournament in the last 18 months, and we expect con-
tinued success because of the ability to research so extensively with our service.  
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News from Thoroughbred Racing 
News and NotesNews and Notes   

 
Politics and Gambling 
Things have been quiet for awhile concerning legislation that affects horse racing.  Efforts to outlaw Internet 
wagering have been stymied for the time being in the Congress.  No one is being busted for betting a horse race 
or basketball game with a Caribbean account.  But there is some movement by the government and the credit 
card industry to prohibit transactions for gambling.  The banking industry has mixed feelings on this issue.  On 
one hand, they love it when people charge their high-interest credit cards to the maximum, yet there is also con-
cern about the high delinquency rates from people who gamble recklessly.  I would expect the bankers to lean 
toward banning gambling related credit card transactions as payback to Congress for the recently passed (pro-
banker) bankruptcy reform law. 
 
During the tenure of (pro-gambling) President Bill Clinton, all sectors of the industry were thriving and grow-
ing.  From on-line wagering to Indian casinos, growth of legal gaming was massive.  Las Vegas experienced 
incredible expansion, as did the wide spread simulcasting of horse races.  The good times are probably over for 
the gambling industry for now.  President Bush has a conservative political base that is dominated by the reli-
gious right.  They are alarmed by the increases in all types of gambling and see it as a destructive curse on soci-
ety.  The President is likely to welcome any legislation that will curb or prevent more wagering by Americans.  
Watch closely the current effort to ban legal betting on college sports.  If this becomes law, the momentum will 
swing decisively toward the anti-gambling forces and there will be increased pressure to reduce availability – 
including expanded horse race wagering.   
 
World’s Richest Horse Race – and you Cannot Bet it at the Host Track 
Most North American race goers hardly noticed that Captain Steve, trained by Bob Baffert, prevailed in the $6-
million Dubai Cup last month in the United Arab Emirates (UAR).  What is this race all about anyway?  Basi-
cally it is a huge party, thrown by the ruling royal family – led by racing magnate Sheik Mohammed.  Six mil-
lion bucks is a million more dollars than the purse for the Breeder’s Cup Classic, and therefore earns the title of 
richest horse race ever.  But what is most interesting about this affair is not the purse or the race, but the fact that 
the good citizens of the UAR cannot get in, nor is there any wagering allowed at the track! (wagering in Europe 
and North America is conducted on the race). 
 
The sheiks ante up the national oil profits to lure quality thoroughbreds to attend their special gala.  The small 
crowd in attendance consists of the royal family and special invitees only.  The guests include the owners and 
trainers of the participating runners.  Local residents of the Emirates are not allowed to attend.  All forms of 
gambling are prohibited under Islamic law – and the UAR is such a nation – therefore there are no betting win-
dows at this track.  There is also no democracy in this country whatsoever – the billionaire princes will reign 
forever as long as the oil keeps pumping.  Dissent is squashed in the UAR and any protest by the locals regard-
ing their nation’s treasury being used for a horse race are probably met with decapitation!  Just kidding. 
 
Safety from Blackout 
Even if you don’t live in energy-depleted California, you may want to invest in a power backup unit for your 
computer.  I bought one with a “520” rating (about 15-20 minutes backup power) costing $109.  Everyone ex-
periences a power loss at some point.  If you are in the middle of important work on your computer, the material 
will be zapped when the lights go out.  In rare cases, the power spike can cream your hard drive or short out the 
computer electrically.  These units are pretty reliable.  They have sophisticated surge protection and keep the 
fragile computer AC level at normal flow regardless of how much distortion occurs when the power spikes.  I 
tried running my hardware on the backup battery unit alone.  The computer didn’t flinch a bit.  I shut it down 
and re-booted, logged on the Internet, no problems.  Peace of mind for a hundred bucks is a bargain.   
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News from Thoroughbred Racing 
News and NotesNews and Notes   

 
Technology or Larceny in North Dakota 
By now everyone has heard the incredible story of a bettor (more likely a team) from North Dakota that was 
able to wager directly into the pari-mutuel pools from his personal computer.  Speculation and mystery abound 
in this story.  What is clear, is that a special link was provided to this individual that connected his computer to 
the North Dakota simulcast hub.  This enabled instantaneous wagers to be transmitted, most of which entered 
the pools in the final seconds before the races went off.  There are a whole lot of questions to be answered about 
this situation – and that is why the unidentified bettor has been cut-off from this service for now.   
 
It has been reported that the mystery bettor used sophisticated software to determine overlays according to the 
betting pool totals that his computer was receiving from the hub.  In an instant his amazing software could sup-
posedly compare a pre-computed probability to the actual wagering pool totals and calculate the perfect wager 
in the final seconds before the bell went off.  All performed automatically by the computer. 
 
To calculate the perfect wagers for win, place, show, exacta and trifecta, the software must receive the actual 
wagering pool totals in the final seconds before the bell.  Then compare those totals with pre-computed prob-
abilities to determine if there are overlay combinations available.  If an overlay exists, a wager is sized accord-
ing to how much the pool can absorb and maintain the edge.  So bets in odd amounts like $237 to show were 
routine.  And it was reported that all this independently done by the computer, no user intervention occurred.   
 
My first question is this - how could this bettor and his software anticipate exactly when the final seconds before 
the race was going to happen?  Even the track starter with the button in his hand doesn’t know for sure – start 
delays are an everyday occurrence at the track.  Actual post time is impossible to predict.  But what if the bets 
were computed and sent in the last minute before scheduled post you ask, wouldn’t that come pretty close to 
estimating the final pools?  No, it probably would not.    
 
Final mutuel pool totals are not received until after the race goes off and the betting is closed.  Even if the mys-
tery man and his computer had full access to the wagering data, he would be unable to utilize the final surge of 
money that is transmitted after the horses have left the gate.  That late money comes in from simulcast outlets 
throughout the country.  At a track such as Gulfstream, the total out-of-state action can be as much as 70% of 
the pool.  Anyone who watches the television monitors can see the odds change as the horses run down the 
backstretch these days.  According to the N. Dakota simulcast spokeswoman, this was a moot point though.  In a 
DRF article she states that the pool totals were not available to the patron – he was only allowed access to wager 
directly into the hub without receiving any pari-mutuel data.    
 
If that last sentence is true, then the bettor had to be manually transmitting the wagers through his computer 
based on visual odds information.  That would not be much of an advantage over any other patron standing by a 
self-service terminal and waiting for the last flash of the odds as the horses enter the gate.  It looks like much 
more was going on than that.  
 
News reports revealed tote data showing that dozens of wagers were made in the final seconds before post time.  
Imagine the scenario, the computer had to intake and cipher the complex combinations of trifecta pool data – 
compare them with a supposed trifecta odds line – ascertain the perfect overlay wager amounts – and transmit 
these wagers to the totalizator - all in three seconds – along with exacta and win bets.  That is beyond any so-
phistication previously used.  And I ask again, how could they know the exact moment that the horses were go-
ing to break from the gate to get those bets down so close to the bell? 
 
In any case, why was one person allowed such privileged on-line access to the sacred pari-mutuel pools?  There 
is at least an issue here of fairness, and possibly corruption.   
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News for HTR Users 
HTR Stardust Seminar 2001 HTR Stardust Seminar 2001 –– HTR for Windows  HTR for Windows   

  
We are getting excited about the 6th annual HTR seminar and members meeting at the Stardust Hotel in Las Ve-
gas, taking place from June 15 – 17 (Fri – Sun).   Special casino-rate rooms for HTR subscribers are available at 
the Stardust Hotel during the three nights of the event.  Call the room reservations line at 1-800-634-6757.  Tell 
them you want to reserve a room for “HTR-0601”. They will assign you one of the special rooms blocked off 
for our group.  Please note that you are not required to stay at the Stardust to attend this event.  The seminar is 
free of charge and there are no fees or solicitations at any time during the weekend.  We want you to save your 
money to bet on the horses! 
 
Below is tentative schedule of events.  The seminar hosts are in the early stages of planning our presentations 
and will not finalize our topics and handouts until June.  If you cannot attend the seminar, we will make avail-
able as much of the presentation information as possible on our free web site.  I’ll be working with HTR web 
master Rick Bush to ensure the handouts and summary are placed on-line as quickly as possible after I return.     
 
A beta-test version of HTR for Windows will be made available to seminar guests first, then to all members on 
the Internet after the meeting.  I traditionally release a new product at our annual get-together.  The new Win-
dows HTR version will be exciting, although it will be hard to top the enthusiasm of the Impact program update 
from last month, which was originally introduced at the 2000 seminar.   
 
2001 Seminar Itinerary (tentative)2001 Seminar Itinerary (tentative)  
All the time periods below have been rounded to the nearest hour.  Later we will refine the time schedule further. 
 
Friday June 15 (topics TBA, breaks every hour, restrooms and smoking nearby)Friday June 15 (topics TBA, breaks every hour, restrooms and smoking nearby)   
5pm = seminar hosts and helpers meet in banquet room for preparation and setup. 
6pm = guests begin gathering at banquet room – buffet dinner  
7pm = Welcome and Introductions from Ken.  Preview of weekend.  News/Business.  
8pm = Tom Walters – Betting Strategies using HTR/TLC 
9pm = Ken Massa – Advanced Pace/Velocity Handicapping Topic – Software Intro 
10pm = Q/A time, Member Discussion 
11pm = clear out 
 
Saturday June 16 (public seminars at 10am and 5pm)Saturday June 16 (public seminars at 10am and 5pm)   
10am = Ken Massa  
11am = Tom Walters 
12no = HTR Database Workshop by Don Nadermann and Mike DeRienzo  (5 hours, breaks throughout) 
5pm = Tom Walters 
6pm = Ken Massa (close) 
 
Sunday June 17  Stardust RacebookSunday June 17  Stardust Racebook   
All day.  Discussion, handicapping, betting, group pick 6, anything goes. 
 
MiscellaneousMiscellaneous   
All events are optional after Friday night.  HTR members should plan on arriving no later than 5pm on Friday 
evening June 15th.  Airline travel is precarious at the moment, especially from the East Coast.  Be sure to book 
early, perhaps reserving on two different airlines to ensure you get a flight out.  Two people missed the seminar 
last year due to airline problems.  Contact a travel agent for help if necessary – we want to see you there on Fri-
day night June 15! 
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Advanced Handicapping 
Quirin Speed Points Quirin Speed Points –– The Basics The Basics   

 
Quirin speed points (QPtsQPts) are a popular computer handicapping tool and appear on many of the HTR reports.  
At face value they are a worthwhile factor to consider in any race.  We’ll go deeper than the basics this time and 
test them in various scenarios that may help us understand the entire outcome of the race related to early pres-
sure.  
 
The Quirin speed points were an original concept first published in 1979 by Dr. William Quirin in his classic 
book Winning at the Races – Computer Discoveries in Thoroughbred Handicapping.  The speed points were an 
attempt to quantify the potential amount of early speed in the race.  Horses are assigned point values based on 
their ability to be on or close to the early pace in recent races.  Rather than rehash the details of the formula for 
computing the speed points (re: chapter two of Quirin book), I’ll make some thoughts about their practical use 
and their application within HTR software. 
 
• The Quirin speed points calculation includes various rules for route and sprint distances and even a 7-fur-

long adjustment.  Extra credit is given for sprinters stretching out.  Each horse’s most recent four starts are 
reviewed initially.  If an entrant has less than three useful races in the past-performance lines, then an esti-
mate is made based on any available information.  I have made slight modifications to the original Quirin 
speed point rules in HTR over the years.  Most of these were done to accommodate the inclusion of the 
speed points into the various HTR software reports.  The most obvious change is listed next. 

 
• The original speed points ranged from 0 to 8 points.  Zero points was the initial starting point and minimum 

value, with “8” as the maximum and strongest indicator of probable early speed.  I modified that slightly in 
HTR and made 1 the minimum and eliminated the 0 (zero) as a rating.  This allows the zero to be used as a 
“not available” item for horses that cannot be computed or have data missing.  The difference between 1 and 
0 speed points is almost insignificant in actual handicapping anyway.  However, this does result in a larger 
group of horses receiving the minimum value.   

 
• Quirin speed points were designed to predict a horse’s tendency to exhibit early speed only.  They are not to 

be used to estimate comparative running position in the race.  Use running style (RS) designations or veloc-
ity figures to project early positioning. 

 
The chart below gives you a summary of what the Quirin speed points mean at a flash. 
 

ItemItem                ExplanationExplanation 
8-Qpts      Always makes the lead 
7-Qpts      Usually makes the lead 
6-Qpts      Frequently on or close to the lead early 
5-Qpts      Often close up. 
4-Qpts      Sometimes close to the early leaders 
3-Qpts      Infrequently up close 
2-Qpts      Rarely runs toward the lead 
1-Qpts      Very Rarely or Never runs to the front. 

 
I can’t remind you enough, do not use the speed points as an estimate of running style.  It is very possible that 
pace stalkers (“P” running style) will have just 1 or 2 speed-points.  These horses may be sitting a few lengths 
behind the early lead in every start, but the low Quirin point value has no relationship to their ability to affect the 
outcome of the race.  The speed point number only estimates the probability that the horse will be close up to the 
lead.  Do not assume a low speed point rating indicates the horse will be at the back of the pack down the back-
stretch in today’s race.  Check all early speed indicators before making that judgment.  Lightly raced horses are 
especially prone to change their tactics while developing – be cautious when reviewing point numbers for races 
involving 2yr and early season 3yr olds.   
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Advanced Handicapping 
Quirin Speed Points Quirin Speed Points –– The Facts and Figures The Facts and Figures   

 
Now we’ll look at some interesting statistics.  The charts below detail the demographics of the speed points as 
well as the effectiveness of the rating in predicting early speed.  As a singular handicapping factor, Quirin speed 
points are not especially profitable, but the figures for win% and ROI appear below also.  I have separated dirt-
sprints, dirt-routes, and turf-route for the three tests.  Maiden races were not included in the test samples below.  
Removing the maidens avoids problems with estimating the speed points on lightly raced horses.  More than 
240,000 horses, entered in races during the last 365 days, were tested for the data this month.  My database tilts 
toward major track races about 2 to 1.   
  
Quirin Speed Point Performance TestsQuirin Speed Point Performance Tests   
Qpts = number of Quirin speed points 
Horse% = percentage of all entrants with that number of points (population survey) 
Rwin% = percentage of all race winners with that speed-point total 
I.V.  = Impact Value 
ROI = Return on Investment (per $1) 
Early%  = percentage of time a horse with this speed point total is 1-2-3 at the first call. 
 

Dirt SprDirt Sprintsints ( (no wet tracks or maidens testedno wet tracks or maidens tested))  
Qpts      Horse%     Rwin%    I.V.     ROI      Early%Qpts      Horse%     Rwin%    I.V.     ROI      Early%  
  

8           3.1       4.3     1.38    0.78      91.28           3.1       4.3     1.38    0.78      91.2  
7          10.3      14.6     1.42    0.86      82.7      7          10.3      14.6     1.42    0.86      82.7        
6           8.5      10.4     1.22    0.83      66           8.5      10.4     1.22    0.83      66.36.3  
5          14.2      16.2     1.14    0.83      49.6 5          14.2      16.2     1.14    0.83      49.6   
4          10.5      12.0     1.14    0.87      41.04          10.5      12.0     1.14    0.87      41.0  
3          16.0      14.6     0.91    0.73      35.43          16.0      14.6     0.91    0.73      35.4  
2           9.2       8.2     0.89    0.85      27.52           9.2       8.2     0.89    0.85      27.5  
1          28.2      19.7     0.70    01          28.2      19.7     0.70    0.63      18.3.63      18.3  
 

          100.0     100.0 
 
Comments 
The Quirin speed points are a very reliable method of determining the likely early speed in a given sprint race.  
As a single handicapping factor they are not particularly useful.  The “8” point group is always the most inter-
esting to study, and it is obvious from the ROI that these horses are terribly over-bet by the public.  The “1” 
point runners are very unproductive in sprints and since they are the largest category of horses, Qpt=1 could be 
part of an elimination method.  
 

The Quirin speed point charts for routes and turf are continued on page 8. 
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Advanced Handicapping 
Quirin Speed Points Quirin Speed Points –– The Facts and Figures The Facts and Figures   

  

Dirt RoutesDirt Routes ( (no wet tracks or maidens testedno wet tracks or maidens tested))  
Qpts      Horse%    Rwin%    I.V.     ROI   Qpts      Horse%    Rwin%    I.V.     ROI      Early%   Early%  
  

8           1.9      2.7     1.42    0.94      90.68           1.9      2.7     1.42    0.94      90.6  
7          12.2     14.7     1.20    0.89      78.57          12.2     14.7     1.20    0.89      78.5  
6          10.2     12.9     1.26    0.88      64.36          10.2     12.9     1.26    0.88      64.3  
5          13.4     14.6     1.09    0.83      52.6 5          13.4     14.6     1.09    0.83      52.6   
4          11.0     10.9     0.99   4          11.0     10.9     0.99    0.75      37.0 0.75      37.0  
3          13.6     13.4     0.99    0.80      28.83          13.6     13.4     0.99    0.80      28.8  
2           8.6      7.9     0.92    0.89      22.32           8.6      7.9     0.92    0.89      22.3  
1          29.1     22.9     0.79    0.71      12.71          29.1     22.9     0.79    0.71      12.7  
 

          100.0    100.0 
 
Front runners in dirt routes are among the best bets in racing.  The “8” point group is a very small category, but 
they perform far, far better than expectations.  An ROI of 0.94 is outstanding for horses that standout on any 
past-performance sheets.  The public does not bet the obvious early speed in routes they way they do in sprints – 
consequently the “6” and “7” point groups also did well and have promising ROI considering the size of their 
sample.  The “1” horses are always poor bets, just as in the sprints.    
 

Turf RoutesTurf Routes  (non-maidens only) 
Qpts      HorseQpts      Horse%    Rwin%    I.V.     ROI      Early%%    Rwin%    I.V.     ROI      Early%  
  

8           1.8      2.4     1.33    0.93      84.98           1.8      2.4     1.33    0.93      84.9  
7           9.8     10.2     1.04    0.95      70.67           9.8     10.2     1.04    0.95      70.6  
6           7.8      8.6     1.10    0.81      61.66           7.8      8.6     1.10    0.81      61.6  
5          11.9     11.9     1.00    0.84      48.65          11.9     11.9     1.00    0.84      48.6  
4       4          11.2     11.7     1.04    0.95      38.4   11.2     11.7     1.04    0.95      38.4  
3          15.2     15.8     1.04    0.85      23.53          15.2     15.8     1.04    0.85      23.5  
2          10.2      9.7     0.95    0.72      19.02          10.2      9.7     0.95    0.72      19.0  
1          32.1     29.8     0.93    0.70      11.61          32.1     29.8     0.93    0.70      11.6  
 

          100.0    100.0 
 
Looking at the Impact Values, there is almost no distinction between the numbers in terms of the ability to pre-
dict the winner.  However, the ROI make the story somewhat interesting.  The “8” and “7” point groups have 
excellent returns compared to the bottom numbers.  A “7” or “8” point grass-route entrant will stick out like a 
sore thumb on paper, and most of them quit in the stretch.  Those that hold on pay good prices – often boxcars.   
 
Turn to page 9 and we’ll begin to look at ways of using the Quirin speed points that will help us determine pace 
advantage and pace pressure in many races.  As always, we try to answer the question “can money be made us-
ing this?”  
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Advanced Handicapping 
Quirin Speed Points Quirin Speed Points –– The Lone Front Runner The Lone Front Runner  

 
The speed points are most interesting to examine at the top levels.  The “8” and “7” point horses are the most 
likely entrants in any race to run to the front – that we have proven.  But is there an advantage to being the only 
such runner in the race? 
 
We look now at the same three categories of races but the test is very specific = 
• A single “7” or “8” point horse qualifies if entered in a race where all the other entrants have a maximum of 

5 speed-points. 
 
An example race please.  Below is a fictional five horse field and the corresponding speed points. 
 

BigMama    88 Qpts 
TallTom      55 Qpts 
LilAbner     44 Qpts 
JohnnyO     33 Qpts 
FatVinny     11  Qpt 

 
“BigMama” stands out here with her “8” Qpts.  None of the other entrants has more than 5 speed-points.  The 
horse would qualify for the test below. 
 
Lone QuiriLone Quirin Speed (an “8” or “7” in a race with no other horse more than a “5”)n Speed (an “8” or “7” in a race with no other horse more than a “5”)   
No Maiden races tested.No Maiden races tested.   
Type = race distance and surface category 
Occurrence  = the average frequency of races that a qualifying horse will be found 
Win% =  win percent of these horses 
Front% = percentage of time the qualifying horse will make the lead at the first call 
  

Type       Occurrence     Win%       ROI      Front%Type       Occurrence     Win%       ROI      Front%  
  

Dirt Spr      1/6         20.5      0.89      83.6Dirt Spr      1/6         20.5      0.89      83.6  
Dirt Rte      1/8         18.7      0.83      80.9Dirt Rte      1/8         18.7      0.83      80.9  
Turf Rte      Turf Rte      1/11        17.7      1.07      80.41/11        17.7      1.07      80.4  

  
While there is improvement in the ROI under these favorable circumstances for the “8” and “7” groups, the re-
sults are disappointing on the dirt.  The problem here is that the public can easily spot these runners on paper.  
The turf sample is far smaller, but the ROI is acceptable because many wire-to-wire turf winners pay huge 
prices – but they just don’t win very often.   
  
Let’s strengthen the “lone front” group by adding a couple of stipulations that should beef up confidence in the 
qualifying horses.  Here are the rules for the second test ---- 
 
1. “8” or “7” Quirin points in a field where none of the others has more than “5” (same as above). 
2. Horse must be ranked “1” in Fraction-1 velocity (Fr1 or Ev).  Paceline method (5). 
3. Horse must receive an “F” or “E” running style designation from HTR. 
 

Type       Occurrence     Win%       ROI      Front%Type       Occurrence     Win%       ROI      Front%  
  

Dirt Spr      1/12        25.0      1.05      87.0Dirt Spr      1/12        25.0      1.05      87.0  
Dirt Rte      1/14        17.8      0.83      84.1Dirt Rte      1/14        17.8      0.83      84.1  
Turf Rte      1/13       Turf Rte      1/13        17.4      1.06      80.7 17.4      1.06      80.7  

 
You’ll get about half as many plays when requiring all three rules for qualifying the “lone speed”.  The results 
improved dramatically in the dirt sprints, so take note as a spot play.  The sprints are easily the largest sample 
group, so confidence is high.  Surprisingly the route data went south a bit.  The turf results remained about the 
same, so there is no advantage in requiring the extra rules.     
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Advanced Handicapping 
Quirin Speed Points Quirin Speed Points –– Identifying Potential Speed Duels Identifying Potential Speed Duels     

 
Over the years, clever handicappers have thought of dozens of interesting ways to utilize the Quirin speed points 
to determine various pace scenarios.  Quirin himself used a method called “percentage of total points” to deter-
mine the advantageous pace setter as we did on the previous page.  Others methods include adding up the points 
in various mixes, averaging the total points and even adding, multiplying or dividing the speed points by final 
time speed figures or pace numbers. 
 

The 3/20 Speed Point System 
My favorite computation for speed points, and an easy one to figure at a glance, is the called the “3/20” method.  
I have seen this idea discussed in print by several good handicappers (possibly even Quirin) over the years and 
believe it has the most merit in terms of identifying a potential pace duel with the front runners.  Here are the 
specs on it à 
 
• Add up the speed points for the three highest rated horses in the race.  If there is a tie, just take the top three 

numbers.  See example below.   
• If the total equals or exceeds 20, then race may have significant pace pressure.  Possibly enough to hurt the 

front speed horses and promote a closer to win the race. 
 

Example Race 
SexySara = 8 Qpts 
NaughtyJ = 7 Qpts 
BadBobb = 7 Qpts 
HorridJo  = 7 Qpts 
Monster =  6  Qpts 
------------------------ 
total top 3  =  22 Qpts   (the points from ‘HorridJo’ are ignored) 

 
Pretty easy method to figure right away from your HTR printouts.  Maximum point total is 24 (very rare).  So 
how can we test this premise that a “3/20” race will result in a debilitating speed duel and burn the front run-
ners?  I programmed my database to test only races with “3/20” situations.  Then looked at the same data for the 
Quirin speed points that we saw on the charts on page 7-8 to see if any of the groups were hurt or helped in these 
races.  Notice that the “Early%” is not on this chart because it is not relevant.  These horses will still ‘run early’ 
at that same rate as before.  What we want to know now is what dynamic the “3/20” race brings to the finish for 
the various speed point groups. 
 

The “3/20” race occurrence is about 20%, meaning you will find them about 1 of each 5 races. 
 
Quirin Speed Point Performance Tests Quirin Speed Point Performance Tests –– “3/20” races only. “3/20” races only.   

  

“3/20” Races “3/20” Races -- Dirt Sprints Dirt Sprints ( (no wet tracks or maidensno wet tracks or maidens tested tested))  
Qpts      Horse%     Rwin%    I.V.     ROI Qpts      Horse%     Rwin%    I.V.     ROI   

8           8.7      11.3     1.30    0.73  8           8.7      11.3     1.30    0.73    
7          21.1      27.5     1.30    0.86  7          21.1      27.5     1.30    0.86    
6          12.3      13.9     1.13    0.96  6          12.3      13.9     1.13    0.96    
5          13.4      13.4     1.00    0.90  5          13.4      13.4     1.00    0.90    
4           7.7       74           7.7       7.7     1.00    0.99  .7     1.00    0.99    
3          11.9       8.7     0.73    0.71  3          11.9       8.7     0.73    0.71    
2           6.8       5.3     0.78    0.93  2           6.8       5.3     0.78    0.93    
1          18.1      12.2     0.67    0.63  1          18.1      12.2     0.67    0.63    
 

          100.0     100.0 
 

Comments follow on page 11. 
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Advanced Handicapping 
Quirin Speed Points Quirin Speed Points –– “3/20” Method and Speed Duels  “3/20” Method and Speed Duels   

 
Referring to the “3/20” test on the previous page as compared to the test chart on page 7, the results are mixed.  
First thing to be aware of here is that that the sample sizes are reduced by 80% for this specific test.  That won’t 
sway my confidence in the dirt-sprint group because it is still a pretty large sample.  But the routes may prove 
more volatile with smaller numbers to test.   
 
The percentage of “8” and “7” point horses rises tremendously when testing only the “3/20” sprints.  This hap-
pens because we are isolating races that are ‘top heavy’ with higher speed-point horses.  The “8” Qpts group 
suffers a bit in both impact value and ROI when facing a “3/20” field.  But the “7” point group did not decline in 
potency overall.  The “6” group improved nicely – but why?  We were hoping they would falter in the face of a 
predicted speed duel.  The other numbers are a mixed bag and there is no real evidence that the lower groups 
have a better chance to win a race under the “3/20” circumstances. 
 
Quirin Speed Point Performance Tests Quirin Speed Point Performance Tests –– “3/20” races only. “3/20” races only.   
  

“3/20” Races “3/20” Races -- Dirt Routes Dirt Routes ( (no wet tracks or maidens testedno wet tracks or maidens tested))  
Qpts      Horse%     Rwin%    I.V.     ROI Qpts      Horse%     Rwin%    I.V.     ROI   

8           5.6       7.7     1.38    0.92  8           5.6       7.7     1.38    0.92    
7          25.1      30.7          25.1      30.2     1.20    1.03  2     1.20    1.03    
6          13.2      15.3     1.16    0.87  6          13.2      15.3     1.16    0.87    
5          11.4      11.4     1.00    0.80  5          11.4      11.4     1.00    0.80    
4           7.8       6.6     0.85    0.774           7.8       6.6     0.85    0.77  
3          10.6       8.6     0.81    0.65  3          10.6       8.6     0.81    0.65    
2           6.5       6.0     0.92    1.12  2           6.5       6.0     0.92    1.12    
1          11          19.7      14.2     0.72    0.68  9.7      14.2     0.72    0.68    
 

          100.0     100.0 
 
The “8” and “7” groups still perform well despite being stuck in a race with abundant early speed.  The “3/20” 
tests for routes offer lean statistical evidence that potential speed duels ‘on paper’ result in burnout for the front 
runners.  
 
Turf Races and the “3/20”Turf Races and the “3/20” .  The sample size was too small to present the statistics.  The incidence of “3/20” 
races in turf routes is rare.   
 
Conclusion on the “3/20” 
Despite a lack of overwhelming evidence to prove the “3/20” works magic, I think it is a viable tool for helping 
to formulate a guess as to the potential pace pressure in a given race.  Smart horseplayers understand that ‘paper’ 
speed duels do not always materialize on the track.  Trainers and jockeys read the Racing Form too, they may 
decide to take back to avoid a suicidal early tussle.  Post-position draw and luck at the break can alter the pre-
dicted running in the early furlongs as well.  And the Quirin speed points offer only one perspective on a horse’s 
early ability.  Many other factors, such as early velocity or pace figures, need to be looked at before arriving on 
solid ground. 
 
Finally, Quirin speed points are simple and effective method for early positional estimates.  Statistics reveal 
their usefulness under many circumstances, particularly when the highest point horse is a longshot or when the 
runner catches a field without competitive early lick.  Entrants showing just “1” Qpt are always at a disadvan-
tage on dirt, even more so for the bettor if the odds are low.    
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Late NewsLate News   
 

Personal Thoughts about Tommy Castillo 
The outpouring of affection and congratulations for the man has been amazing.  He told me in a 
phone conversation that he feels truly blessed, not just by the winnings, but by his friends and the 
goodness of other people in his life.  Tommy has his priorities in order – family, friends, and then 
money.  He flew home to be with his grand kids instead of waiting in Las Vegas to pick up a 100-
large check!  His victory is not that surprising to any of us that know him well – his persistence and 
street smarts are always evident, and most assuredly, Tommy Castillo is one tough hombre when it 
comes to achieving his goals.  We can all learn from his combination of humanity and tenacity as it 
relates to success in this game.  We’ll see Tommy again in Las Vegas in June and continue to pat him 
on the back – not just by virtue of being a big winner, but more so because he has earned our re-
spect.  
 

Make your flight and room reservations ASAP for the seminar, particularly if you live on the East 
Coast.  Several of you have emailed me and told me you are coming, for which I am grateful.  I ask 
everyone to do the same as soon as you are confirmed to go in June.  We need a solid estimate of 
the attendance in the weeks prior to the event.   
           

  
 
HTR is a service of HTR is a service of ––   
  

KM SoftwareKM Software  
PMB 315PMB 315  
5024 Katella Ave5024 Katella Ave  
Los Alamitos, CA  90720Los Alamitos, CA  90720  
  

Voicemail:  714-366-1HTR 
Fax:  714-693-3399 
Email:  kmsoft@earthlink.net 
Free HTR website (software updates):  www.homebased2.com/km 

 
HTR Monthly Report is an on-line newsletter and is normally completed at the end of each month, then placed 
on the HTR member (download) web site.  This is not a free publication.  Monthly members of HTR can view 
the newsletter for no charge on-line, Adobe Reader software (free) required.  If you are not an HTR download 
customer, or prefer a printed version mailed to you, a newsletter subscription is available for a $79/year.  Com-
ments and suggestions are always welcome. 
 
Products and services from KM SoftwareProducts and services from KM Software   
 
HTR Unlimited Download: $119/mo includes the on-line edition of the newsletter. 
HTR Monthly Report newsletter:  $79 for a one year subscription mailed 1st class. 
HTR Software  FREE, requires download subscription for use. 
 Download the latest copy of HTR software from our web site. 

 
KM Software has been a licensed business in California since 1993. 


